skin clinic

‘Bringing integrity into
beauty therapy’

FACE TREATMENTS
AT GLO

ABOUT US
For over 18 years Glo has continued to be
committed to our duty of care to you and to
our industry as a whole.
Passion is more than just a word when
it comes to our dedication in achieving
clinically proven results for our clients.

Sometimes it doesn’t matter what you try, it
just seems like nothing corrects the issue or
sometimes makes it worse.

Glo always offers the most advanced,
results driven products and treatment
modalities.

LET GLO BE A PART OF YOUR SOLUTION.

We trial and test all our treatments for
ourselves so we know we are bringing the
best to you safely and with integrity.

We feature only the best professional,
active cosmedical and cosmeceutical grade
skin care and treatments.
They all work in synergy to correct your
concern rather than just mask the symptoms.
We understand the importance of using the
latest formulations and delivery technology
that are not readily available over the counter.
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We can always choose one thing that we
would like to change about our skin, whether
it is acne, pigmentation, redness, sensitivity,
dryness, vitality or ageing. Sometimes the
list is endless.
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Our skin clinicians understand that no two
skins are the same and we will take the time
to understand your concerns and needs, to
create a tailor made treatment plan that
truly is skin deep.
We ask that you arrive 15 minutes early to
your first treatment, to fill out a new client
consultation form.
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FACE TREATMENTS
THE FIRST STEPS

FACE TREATMENTS
O COSMEDICS

Advanced Skin Analysis

Its all about the base.

60min | $95

If your wanting to make a change to your
skin but don’t know where to begin, let
the glo experts create a solution for you.
Using an advanced analysis that allows the
therapists to gain a deeper view into what’s
happening within the skin. We will write up a
treatment plan and skin prescription that will
get your skin into its best shape yet!
* $50 redeemable on your next treatment

An intensive cosmedical skin corrective range
that will work from the inside out providing
amazing results. Tell your skin therapist your
concerns and we will provide a treatment
plan to achieve your healthiest skin yet!
GLO Discovery Facial

60min | $129

A introductory facial treatment to O
Cosmedics that’s filled with relaxation and is
a pathway to results.
Oxygenating Enzyme

45min | $155

Party Peel Rejuvenate your skin and give it
that fresh “pick me up” look with this intense
enzyme peel.
Bio White Enzyme

45min | $155

Vitamin infused peel to give you an overall
healthy glow, even out skin tone and reduce
the look of pigmentation.
Alpha Beta

45min | $155

This king of the peels will combat many
concerns, from acne to pigmentation,
scarring and more.
Catalyst Retinol Peel

45min | $155

An intensified Vitamin A peel that will
rejuvenate, brighten and combat concerns
from ageing to congestion.
*Skin MUST be prepped prior
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FACE TREATMENTS
DERMAVIDUALS
Based on Corneotherapy, the science of
maintaining and restoring healthy skin whilst
preserving the integrity of the epidermis, it is
100% customised to the individuals concerns.
With so many different treatment options,
your skin will never be in doubt of what’s
needed. There are endless opportunities
that your skin can achieve with this range.
Refresher Facial

30min | $79

A first/introductory relaxation facial that
covers the necessities whilst you indulge
with a facial massage that will leave you
feeling refreshed and rejuvenated.
*add on treatments available to this service

Hydrodermabrasion

$30.00

Pro Dermal Peel

$50.00

Enzyme Peel

$25.00

Pill Infusion Mask

$30.00

Extractions

$20.00

Sonopheresis Infusion

$25.00

Intensive Hand Mask

$15.00

An intensified version of the refresher
facial that focuses purely on the individuals
concerns and is 100% customisable.

Intensive Foot Mask

$15.00

Vitamins Booster

Hydrating Eye Mask

$15.00

L.E.D Light therapy

$75.00

Lumilift

$ 75.00

Deluxe Rejuvenating Facial

60min | $160

45min | $129

This facial moisturizes and replenishes the
skin to keep it looking youthful and healthy.
Giving your skin its daily vitamins to support
natural collagen production, decrease
wrinkles and improve the skins elasticity.
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FACE TREATMENTS
ADD ONS
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HYDRODERMABRASION
COSMEDI PEEL

IPL PHOTO
REJUVENATION

HYDRODERMABRASION

When Light is dedicated to beauty

COSMEDI PEEL
Known as the “celebrity facial”. It is the
latest and greatest way to remove dead
cells from the skin to eliminate dark spots
and hyperpigmentation with less pain and
irritation than the traditional treatment.
This new technology uses water and
oxygen to effortlessly exfoliate the skin.
We then finish the treatment with an LED
Light therapy which stimulates healing
collagen and elastin processes. Your skin
will be left feeling fresh and rejuvenated.
EXPRESS
HYDRODERMABRASION
DELUXE
HYDRODERMABRASION

30min | $89
60min | $139

IPL Photo Rejuvenation offers a higher
standard of comfort as well as safety.
All Glo clinicians are laser safety certified.
This treatment uses ‘natural filtered light’ to
absorb melanin (the dark pigment in hair and
skin) and haemoglobin (the red colour in your
blood vessels). This light converts to heat which
targets the affected cell. This is a non-invasive
treatment used for a variety of skin conditions.
Offering a range of pulsed light skin
rejuvenation treatments for:
•

SUN DAMAGE

•

AGEING SPOTS

•

BROKEN CAPILLARIES

•

REDNESS ACNE

•

ROSACEA

•

ACNE

•

SCARRING

•

PIGMENTATION AND FINE LINES.

IPL Photo Consultation
Full Face
Full Face and Decolletage
1/2 Face
Forehead
Decolletage
Cheeks
Upper Lip
Chin
Single Spot
Full Legs
1/2 Legs
1/4 Leg

45min | $55
$159.00
$229.00
$69.00
$49.00
$99.00
$49.00
$39.00
$39.00
$39.00
$399.00
$209.00
$119.00

*Consultation redeemable on treatment
*Treatment Price is subjected to the condition and area
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FACE TREATMENTS
LIGHT THERAPY

COLLAGEN INDUCTION
THERAPY

L.E.D FACIAL

SKIN NEEDLING
-DERMAPEN

45 min | $135

This is a high tech, high intensity, non
invasive light treatment that uses different
wavelengths to penetrate the skin and
promote cellular communication.
Lumi Lift Facial

45 min | $110

This is a non invasive muscle strengthening
treatment that will lift and tone your face
giving you a more youthful appearance.
Think of this as your gym workout for your face!
*Sonerphoresis - add on

only $25.00

Is used in conjunction to facial treatments,
peels or microdermabrasion.
This is a safe non-invasive treatment, which is
suitable for almost all skin types. It warms, and
relaxes the skin whilst massaging and infusing
the active products via ultra sound waves
effectively treating aesthetic skin conditions.
It will help reduce redness and leave you
with softer, smoother and firmer looking skin.
Super Solitone Facial

90 min | $255

By combining the three treatments
mentioned above you will be able to achieve
even greater results.
Fractional RF - Skin Tightening
45 min | $250
Face or Neck
Face and Neck
| $450
Fractional RF is our advanced skin
treatment which achieves superior results
for a range of aesthetic skin concerns.

60 min | $339

Skin needling, also referred to as Collagen
Induction Therapy; is an advanced
paramedical treatment that allows us to
work with many different skin types and
concerns. Not only does it provide an overall
skin rejuvenation it maximises the penetration
of essential cell nutrients and stimulates the
release of healthy growth factors.
As a result, skin is restored from the inside
out through regeneration of the skin tissue,
whilst keeping epidermal integrity intact.
Improves the appearance of:
•
Rosacea
•

Pigmentation

•

Pore Refining

•

Scarring (including acne)

•

Stretch Marks

•

Loss of Elasticity

•

Fine Lines & Wrinkles

This treatment does require in salon
and home care preparations to achieve
optimum results.
Add ons :
•

Neck & Décolleté

$100.00

•

Hands

$80.00

•

Scalp

•

Full Facelift

$80
$450.00

Treats:
• Loose or sagging skin
• Stretch marks
• Open pores
• Fine lines and wrinkles
• Poor skin tone & texture.
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HAIR REMOVAL
Hair Management
Consultation

IPL HAIR REMOVAL

*30mins | $55

LIP

$19.00

At Glo we specialise in waxing, electrolysis,
IPL and professional sugaring so we have all
the options covered.

CHIN

$19.00

CHIN EXTENDED

$29.00

SIDES

$49.00

Allow the Glo therapists to work with you
to explain your alternatives and ascertain
which option is going to better suit your
personal and individual needs.

FACE

$59.00

LIP AND CHIN

$29.00

What will also be covered in this process:
How long will it take, what results to expect,
how often you will be required to come into
the salon and how much your investment
costs and more...
*this appointment will be redeemable on
your first treatment, to be used within one
month of consultation.

ELECTROLYSIS
Permanent Hair Removal!
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ARMS AND HANDS
HANDS

$19.00

FINGERS

$19.00

HANDS AND FINGERS

$39.00

1/2 ARM

$109.00

FULL ARM

$159.00

TORSO
AREOLA

$39.00

UNDERARM

$49.00

NAVEL

$49.00

CHEST

$119.00

STOMACH

$69.00

CHEST AND STOMACH

$179.00

SHOULDERS

$70.00

Electrolysis Consult

$55.00

15min Session

$40.00

1/2 BACK

$124.00

20min Session

$45.00

3/4 back

$159.00

30min Session

$55.00

FULL BACK

$199.00

45min Session

$75.00

LOWER BODY

60min Session

$108.00

BIKINI

$49.00

EXTENDED BIKINI

$59.00

BRAZILIAN

$79.00

PERIANAL

$59.00

FULL BUTTOCK

$119.00

KNEES

$49.00

1/2 LEG LOWER (FEMALE)

$159.00

1/2 LEG UPPER (FEMALE)

$159.00

FULL LEG (FEMALE)

$190.00
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HAIR REMOVAL

COSMETIC TATTOOING

BODY SUGARING

A semi permanent solution to enhancing
your features from your brows to your
lips or your even your eyes! From bold
and strong to soft and natural, add that
definition you have been longing for.

Professional Body Sugaring is a safe, gentle
and effective solution for hair epilation,
offering unique and advanced benefits.
Using the sugar paste extracts hair in the
natural direction of growth eliminating
breakage, unnecessary discomfort, irritation
and ingrown hairs while gently exfoliating
the skin. With Professional Body Sugaring
we look at the whole picture, using the Full
Circle, focusing on home care and salon
treatments to create a semi permanent
hair reduction.
Eyebrows			$36.00
Lip 				$22.00
Chin				$25.00

Consultations:
- Feathering
- Micro Blading
- Powdered Eyebrows
Including a touch up session:
Additional touch up appointment:
Lip line and Blend: 		

$690
$195
$690

Lash Enhancement
(line in between lashes to define)
Top: 		

$495

½ Leg				$45.00

Bottom: 		

$295

Full Leg				$82.00

Both: 		

$690

Underarm			$34.00

Full line on top: 		

$495

Bikini				$36.00
Extended Bikini			$45.00
XX Bikini				$59.00

Full Eyeliner from: 		
$690
(to be established in first consultation)
Any other variations can be discussed in
your initial consultation

XXX Brazilian			$69.00
½ Arm				$40.00
Full Arm				$50.00
*Speak to your therapist about more pricing
and package specials
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COSMETIC
INJECTABLES

BODY TREATMENTS

A safe and affordable option or add on:
Give your skin an overall rejuvenated,
youthful look. Enhance, plump and even
up those luscious lips. Or give your skin a
boost! Whatever it is you’re after there is
an option to suit everyone.
Anti wrinkle injections
Dysport:

$5 per unit

Fillers
Mini lip fillers:

$290

0.5ml:

$370

1ml:

$500

Hyaluronic Acid Filler
0.5ml:

$400

1ml:

$600

Skin Booster
Restylane Vital
1ml:

$450

RELAXATION MASSAGE
Come and unwind with a calming, relaxation
massage. With natural hydrating body oil
you are sure to be left feeling soft and
soothed of your aches, pains and general
stresses.
60mins

$99.00

EYE CARE
Hydrate and enhance your eyes with a
natural look by choosing one or a few of the
below treatments.
LashTint

$30.00

Brow Tint

$18.00

Lash and Brow Tint

$39.00

Hydra Eye Mask

$15.00

Lash Lift

45 min | $95

Define, lift and enhance your natural lashes
with the lash lift that opens up the eye and
gives your lashes a longer, luscious look.
Lash Lift and Tint
Lash lift, lash tint and
Hydra eye treatment
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60 min | $109
60 min | $118
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MANICURES & PEDICURES

CLUB GLO LOYALTY
& REFERRAL

100% disposable products include a nail file,
buffer, heel buffer and orange wood stick.

Earn Glo Dollars, every time you spend $25.00
you receive 1 point = $1 glo dollar

MANICURE

$22

PEDICURE

$37

MANI & PEDI

$55

SHELLAC MANI

$38

SHELLAC PEDI

$48

SHELLAC MANI-PEDI

$80

SNS COLOUR

$40

SNS WITH TIPS

$50

SNS FRENCH

$50

SNS OMBRE

$55

SOAK OFF ONLY

Waterless Manicure
Treatment

$10

60 min | $59

A nourishing treatment for the hands which
uses disposable products to make this the
most hygienic and cleanest manicure ever!
The hands are prepped with a plant active
treatment glove which strengthens nails
and hydrates the hands, followed by cuticle
work and nail shaping and then finished
with the quick dry, long lasting polish of
Vinylux.
Waterless Pedicure
Treatment

60 min | $69

A treatment pedicure that hydrates softens
and nourishes leaving your feet feeling light
and relaxed. Starting with a heel buffer
and a hot towel removal, the feet are then
slipped into the treatment sock whilst nail
work is performed. The treatment sock
is then removed with a plush massage,
finishing with a Vinylux polish.
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For every person you refer to Glo, you will receive a
$25 Voucher to use on any treatment
(they must write your name on
the consultation form)
Purchase 5 full sized products from the same
range and receive 30 minute face treatment
or for every 10 receive a 60min face treatment

PACKAGES & PAYMENT OPTIONS
Plan ahead & save. At Glo, we want you to enjoy and
reach your healthiest skin possible and we are here to
help. Packages are a great way to put your plan into
action and to be rewarded at the same time. The bonus
with purchasing a skin plan and then choosing to package
it up is that you will receive the best results, save money
and save time.
SPEAK TO YOUR SKIN THERAPIST TODAY.
Let’s get started on your customised treatment plan to
achieve that skin you have always desired.

BOOKING & CANCELLATION POLICY
Last minute no shows or cancellations are an enormous
disadvantage to us and our clients.
• 50% deposit is required to secure all bookings and staff
are not permitted to accept any reservation without the
appointment being secured by a deposit
• We will send out a courtesy SMS reminder prior to your
appointment. Please reply with YES for confirmation
• 24 hr notice is required for booking change or
cancellation, to allow us time to fill the appointment from
our waiting list.
• Deposit will be forfeited if cancellation is less than
24hours or a “no show”.
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Glo Beauty Skin Clinic
19 Gilbert Road, Preston
P: 9484 0700
Monday

Closed

Tuesday

10.00 - 6.00

Wednesday 10.00 - 6.00
Thursday

10.00 - 9.00

Friday

10.00 - 7.00

Saturday

09.00 - 4.00

Sunday

Closed

info@globeautytherapy.com.au

BOOK ONLINE:
www.globeautytherapy.com.au

BE a part of Glo’s FACEBOOK FAN
program! Like our page.
Exclusive fans only OFFERS
*Prices subject to change without notice.

